
Inspiring for Masterpieces since 1934

CRAFT SUPPLES 
FOR CHILDREN
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«NEVSKAYA PALITRA FOR KIDS» 
IS A TOT’S FIRST STEP IN THE BIG 
WORLD CALLED «CREATIVITY». 

The art market professionals from 
the Nevskaya Palitra Artistic Paints 
Plant have devoted all their extensive 
knowledge, experience and love 
to creativity for the sole purpose of 
transferring the best to the youngest. 
This is why parents and children like 
«Nevskaya Palitra for kids» so much!

Mothers trust the safety of the entire 
product line. The bright colors of the 
children’s masterpieces will bring 
delight for many years, the high quality 
will please everyone, even the most 
demanding teacher. The «Nevskaya 
Palitra for kids» product line will easily 
meet the parents’ wish «to give their 
children the very best.»
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Inspiring for Masterpieces since 1934

code 27421675code 2742189

code barcode name investment in a box color palette

27421536 Honey watercolor, 12 colors, 
yellow package 18

27421537 Honey watercolor, 12 colors, 
green package 18

2742189 Honey watercolor, 12 colors, 
white package 18

27421675 Honey watercolor, 12 colors, 
pink package 39
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code 27421536 code 27421537
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Honey watercolor «Nevskaya Palitra for kids»
A wet brush easily picks up the «Nevskaya Palitra for kids» watercolor paints developed especially for 
children and the paints lie in a uniform layer on the paper. They mix very well, creating new, clean 
shadings without streaks. They are highly resistant to fading over time, thus preserving the children’s 
pictures for many years. The sets are produced with 12 and 24 colors.

code 27421677

code 2742190 code 27421676

code 27421678

code barcode name investment in a box color palette

27421678 Honey watercolor, 24 colors, 
yellow package 28

27421677 Honey watercolor, 24 colors, 
green package 28

2742190 Honey watercolor, 24 colors, 
white package 18

27421676 Honey watercolor, 24 colors, 
pink package 28

PAINTS
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code barcode name investment in a box color palette

30411549 Set of paints gouache 
for kids, 6 colors, 15 ml 40

30411550 Set of paints gouache 
for kids, 9 colors, 15 ml 18

30411547 Set of paints gouache 
for kids, 12 colors, 15 ml 12

30411548 Set of paints gouache 
for kids, 16 colors, 15 ml                         12

code 30411549 code 30411550 code 30411547

Gouache «Nevskaya Palitra for kids»
The «Nevskaya Palitra for kids» gouache was specifically developed for children and includes vivid, good-
covering and rich colors. A child can easily communicate their world vision on paper. The unique formula 
and shape of the jars keep the colors fresh for a long time. The sets are produced with 6, 9, 12 and 
16 colors.

15
ml

code 30411548
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PAINTS

Gouache «Nevskaya Palitra for kids», white

code barcode name investment in a box color

3023331 Gouache for kids, jar 220 ml,  
red 4

3023515 Gouache for kids, jar 220 ml, 
blue 4

3023104 Gouache for kids, jar 220 ml, 
white 4

3023211 Gouache for kids, jar 220 ml, 
yellow 4

3023710 Gouache for kids, jar 220 ml, 
green dark 4

3023810 Gouache for kids, jar 220 ml, 
black 4

3020104 Gouache for kids, jar 40 ml, 
white 6

Gouache «Nevskaya Palitra for kids»

code 3020104

code 3023104

code 3023710code 3023211

code 3023810

code 3023331

code 3023515

220
ml

Special 220-ml jars have been developed for frequent use of gouache. A convenient format for 
kindergartens and creative studios. There is enough of a favorite gouache for a long time.

An additional size, 40 ml, for the most in-demand «Nevskaya Palitra for kids» gouache color.

40
ml



NEW, BRIGHT, INSPIRING! 
THIS IS ALL ABOUT THE 
NEW PRODUCT LINE 
FOR SCHOOLCHILDREN 
«I'M AN ARTIST!» FROM THE 
NEVSKAYA PALITRA ARTISTIC 
PAINTS PLANT.

Created in absolute cooperation 
with and for children, 
«I'm an Artist!» will win the 
hearts of young creators from 
the first glance. 

Professional teachers,after 
testing the «I'm an Artist!» 
product, are confident 
in recommending it to 
their students. The bright, 
modern design, rich colors 
and convenient package: 
in a flash, they want to draw! 
The guaranteed quality of the 
materials will transform any 
work into a real masterpiece. 
It is easy to take the ergonomic 
package everywhere with 
you because it is compact, 
functional, and stylish. 

It is not important whether 
your child can draw, create 
as a hobby or remember 
the colors only In Fine Arts 
lessons, «I'm an Artist!» is an 
ideal companion in any case. The 
«I'm an Artist!» series will reveal 
the child’s creative potential that 
you did not even suspect.
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code barcode name investment in a box color palette

227421538 Set of honey watercolor,
12 colors 39

227421539
Set of honey watercolor, 24 colors:  
12 classic, 6 mother-of-pearl,  
6 fluorescent

28
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Honey watercolor
The «I'm an Artist!» honey-based watercolors contain the optimal set of bright, classic mother-of-pearl 
and fluorescent colors. A wet brush easily picks up the paints and they lie in a uniform layer on the paper. 
The convenient, ergonomic shape of the package takes up little space in backpacks, while the coverof the 
water colors is removed easily and could serve as a palette. The sets are produced with 12 and 24 colors.

code 227421538 code 227421539 

PAINTS
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Inspiring for Masterpieces since 1934

code barcode name investment in a box color palette

230411545 Set gouache, 6 colors, 20 ml 24

230411546 Set gouache, 9 colors, 20 ml 16

230411543 Set gouache, 12 colors, 20 ml 12

230411544 Set gouache, 16 colors, 20 ml 8
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code 230411544 code 230411545 code 230411546 code 230411543

20
ml
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code barcode name investment in a box color palette

23024104 Gouache, 500 ml, white 6

23024513 Gouache, 500 ml, blue 6

23024211 Gouache, 500 ml, yellow 6

23024717 Gouache, 500 ml, green light 6

23024710 Gouache, 500 ml, green dark 6

23024419 Gouache, 500 ml, brown 6

23024331 Gouache, 500 ml, red 6

23024424 Gouache, 500 ml, red-brown 6

23024315 Gouache, 500 ml, orange 6

23024225 Gouache, 500 ml, ohra 6

23024322 Gouache, 500 ml, pink 6

23024514 Gouache, 500 ml, blue-green 6

23024515 Gouache, 500 ml, blue 6

23024810 Gouache, 500 ml, black 6

Gouache 
«I'm an Artist!» gouache is the children’s favorite type of paints. Bright, rich colors, any creative thought 
can be realized using the gouache flexibility. The colors are intermixed easily and remain vivid even over 
time. The sets are produced with 6, 9, 12 and 16 colors.

code 23024104

code 23024322

code 23024514

code 23024211

code 23024331

code 23024515

code 23024225

code 23024419

code 23024710

code 23024315

code 23024424

code 23024717 code 23024810

500
ml

PAINTS 

code 23024513




